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Disease Association of MicroRNAs     
------- Down regulation






































































Outline of the Talk     
• Expression studies to co‐expression graph         
construction


















































































































































− Very few measures for quantifying positive and negative dependence
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A Novel Measure of Co‐expression
[1]












































































































































Consensus Gene Co‐expression Graph
[2, 3]
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A consensus gene co‐expression graph, N’c = (N, A, Wc), of a set of n graphs 
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Generation of False DAV     
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¾ Theorem 3: The MAX-DAV in a weighted graph,
),,(
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where vi = 1 if xi is in the maximum DAV else vi = 0
Maximizing DAV size Satisfying density constraint
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* A th t 15 i f i RNA l t d b th ti l i
Correlation‐based 
analysis
11 (16) 7.44E‐04 5 (17) 4.66E‐01
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